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### Title:
**Bibiano Reynoso IV and Hidelina Reynoso vs. Commercial Credit Corp., G.R. No. L-42740
(1985)**

### Facts:
1. **Loan Contract and Mortgage Formation:**
– **February 15, 1980:** Spouses Bibiano Reynoso IV and Hidelina Reynoso secured a loan
of P218,000.28 from Commercial  Credit  Corporation (CCC), using personal property as
collateral.
– **March 13, 1980:** The spouses obtained an additional loan of P100,583.20 from CCC,
secured by a first mortgage on their residential house and lot.

2. **Default and Foreclosure Proceedings:**
– The spouses failed to pay the P100,583.20 loan.
– **July 12, 1980:** CCC filed a petition with the sheriff’s office to foreclose the property
under Act 3135, including the earlier loan of P218,000.28.
– **July 31, 1980:** Notice of sheriff’s sale issued.
– **September 2, 1980:** Certificate of sale issued in favor of CCC for both loans totaling
P318,583.48.

3. **Trial Court Decision:**
– **September 18, 1985:** The Regional Trial Court (RTC) declared the foreclosure void for
the P218,000.28 loan (as it was secured by personal properties, not real estate) but valid for
the P100,583.20 loan (secured by a real estate mortgage).
– RTC’s key order included applying the excess amount from the foreclosure to the February
15, 1980, loan and maintaining the title in the name of CCC.

4. **Subsequent Legal Motions:**
– Petitioners appealed RTC’s decision.
– CCC sought possession of the property through a writ of possession (issued by Judge
Alfredo C. Flores, RTC Branch 167).
– **Dec 2, 1986, March 6, and April 10, 1987:** Writ of possession granted.

5. **Petition for Injunction:**
– Spouses Reynoso filed a petition in the Supreme Court seeking an injunction to prevent
CCC from taking possession pending appeal.

### Issues:
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– **Primary Issue:** Whether the enforcement of the writ of possession should be suspended
to preserve the status quo during the pendency of an appeal on the decision regarding the
void and valid portions of the foreclosure.

### Court’s Decision:
– **Supreme Court Ruling:** Petitioners’ request for a suspension of the writ of possession
was denied.

1. **Validity of Foreclosure Sale:**
– Enforcement of the foreclosure sale was deemed valid for the later loan of P100,583.20,
making the transfer of title legitimate as this loan was secured by real estate.

2. **Immateriality of the Foreclosure for the Earlier Loan:**
–  Whether  the  real  estate  secured  the  P218,000.28  loan  is  deemed  irrelevant;  the
foreclosure stands valid due to the later secured loan.

3. **No Irreparable Injury:**
– Denying the injunctive relief would not cause irreparable harm to the petitioners since
reconveyance could rectify any future favorable decisions.

### Doctrine:
1. **Foreclosure Validity:** A foreclosure sale is valid as long as it pertains to a debt that is
secured by the foreclosed property, regardless of other obligations.
2. **Writ of Possession:** Ownership and possession rights derived from a valid foreclosure
should be upheld unless there is a compelling legal basis to otherwise suspend enforcement
pending further litigation.

### Class Notes:
– **Essential Elements of Foreclosure:**
1. **Debt Validity:** An enforceable debt must exist.
2.  **Secured by Mortgage:** Debt must be secured by property within the foreclosure
notice.
3. **Foreclosure Procedures:** Legal procedures as stated in Act 3135 must be followed.

**Key Statutory Provision:**
– **Act No. 3135 (Philippine law on Extrajudicial Foreclosure of Real Estate Mortgages):**
– Governs the process of foreclosing on real estate properties extrajudicially.
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### Historical Background:
– The case reflects the tension between debtors and creditors in the Philippines concerning
mortgage  foreclosures.  The  court’s  decision  reinforces  the  need  to  adhere  to  specific
statutory requirements, emphasizing the durability of security interests tied exclusively to
property used as collateral and the procedural preservation of lender rights during appeals.
This case illustrates the judiciary’s tendency to uphold the procedural sanctity in foreclosure
actions to maintain financial and legal predictability in credit transactions.


